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Technical Data Sheet
Faux marble and granite decorative effect finish for interiors and exteriors
Creating special finishes and effects to offer the market a wonderful array of options to suit any decorating project with results of high prestige, has always been
ADICOLOR’s guiding principle. Succeeding in creating a product that reproduces the effect of a luxurious and natural stone material such as MARBLE and
GRANITE in a truly simple and economical process, is what we are proud to offer. It is now possible for anyone to easily create fantastic borders, panels,
columns and to enrich the appearance of kitchens, bathrooms, staircases or living area. Ideal to produce extraordinary finishes to highlight walls of hotels,
restaurants, stores, shopping centers. Each type of marble or granite we have chosen is supplied in a kit that comprises the undercoat, the actual finish effect
and the protective varnish in addition to the application brush, the special distender and the marker for the joints.

INTENDED USE
Any normal, paintable interior or exterior wall surface, either Gypsum plaster based or rendered masonry.

SURFACE TREATMENT
Ensure that the surface is clean, dry and
sound. Brush or roller apply one or two base coats of the dedicated
basecoat thinned with 20-30% of water. In case of new walls, old
and powdery walls or in presence of weak paint, first apply a coat of ADIFIX primer thinned as specified and allow to dry.

APPLICATION
Use the special Desiré brush and apply the MARMI &
GRANITI finish unevenly to the surface using short, crossed strokes,
flipping and overlapping each time. Start applications from
the top corner of the wall and work downwards. After about 10-15
minutes from application, when the product has just started to dry,
lightly pass the Desiré Distender blade over the product in crossed
movements to flatten the raised particles and reach the desired
final effect. After about 24 h., when totally dried, apply 1 or 2 coats
of ADILUX protective varnish with a woolen roller to reach the sheen
desired. You can create faux joints and block marks using the marker supplied in the kit. It is advised to design your joints with a pencil beforehand to ensure the desired result
is reached.

THINNING
M&G Basecoat: 20 to 30% with water
Desiré M&G finish: Ready to use or with max 2 to 3% water. Adilux: Ready to use

AVERAGE SPREAD RATE
Spread rate (per coat):
M&G Basecoat: 10 to 12 m2/litre
Desiré M&G finish: 4 to12 m2/litre (according to the color) Adilux: 10 to 12 m2/litre

DRYING TIME AT 25° C
4 to 6 hours, touch dry about 24 hours thoroughly dry.

ADVICES
KIT 1 - Contains:
1lt M&G Basecoat, 1lt M&G Finish, 1lt ADILUX,
1 Desiré brush, 1 Desiré Distender, 1 marker for the joints
KIT 2 - Contains:
2 lt M&G Basecoat, 2 lt M&G Finish, 2x1lt ADILUX,
1 Desiré brush, 1 Desiré Distender, 1 marker for joints

V.O.C. (Directive 2004/42/CE)
M&G Finitura: Cat. L BA - Direttive 2004/42/CE - Val Max.: 200 g/l - Val Eff.: 26 g/l - M&G Fondo: Cat. A BA - Direttive 2004/42/CE - Val Max.: 30 g/l - Val Eff.: 18 g/l

Any information supplied whether verbal or in writing, is for guidance only as conditions and feasibility of use may be influenced by external factors beyond our control and is therefore given in good faith but without warranty. Adicolor reserves the right to
modify any data and information without notice. Our technical service is available for any further detailed information.

